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English

Just as good as the first episode.. Again, Good Old Sierra games for the newbies, in a shell ? ( ^^ And. Can't wait to try out the
sequels, #2.. After Chapter 1, I was really looking forward to the second installment of Snail Trek. It certainly did not
disappoint. The story is hilarious and flows nicely from the first chapter. There are a few more locations this time (the first
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chapter had only 3 accessible screens -- 4 if you count empty space -- with almost all the action taking place on the main bridge)
which allows for a bit more challenging puzzles. Despite there being a recap, you really want to have played the first chapter to
get into this and not be lost. Go ahead. splurge. it's only a buck and that's pocket change very well spent. A cup of coffee would
cost you more and wouldn't bring you half as much enjoyment. Now I'm still missing 4 points.. Again, Good Old Sierra games
for the newbies, in a shell ? ( ^^ And. Can't wait to try out the sequels, #2.. So episode 2 steps things up a gear and adds multiple
controllable characters which obviously brings another level for the puzzles. I'm enjoying the way this story is evolving.. Need
more!!!!. Part 2 kicks off where Part 1 ends. The crew manage to make it down to the planet, but things aren't as smooth as
they'd like. Also, the planet seems to have a few nasty surprises waiting for them. Like the first game, this one is about 20
minutes long. The puzzles are a shade more difficult in this game, but there's a wider variety of locations and some nice sierra-
like effects. This one lasts a bit longer than the first if you're going for all the achievements. There's one which requires you to
keep a very sharp eye out for what's going on. So I'd say that an average player who wants to get 100% will take between 45
minutes and an hour. Really fun game, and really enjoyed playing it. Looking forward to part 3.. Epic adventure! My 20 minute
adventure turned into a 60 minute one because this particular chapter was way harder than the last! The puzzles were very fun
but tricky to solve.
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